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Name:__________________________________________________________ English 3

Susan B. Anthony Sentencing Statement Questions

1. On what grounds does Susan B. Anthony claim that having a jury would still not have made her trial fair and 

just? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is the basic logic of Anthony’s stance?  

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How would you describe Anthony’s attitude toward the judge and the trial in general? Cite specific words and 

images to characterize the tone. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Anthony’s arguments appeal to both logic and emotion. Which of her appeals do you find more effective and 

why? Do the appeals work together to further her purpose, or does one undermine the other? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

5. In this exchange, do you think that Anthony primarily adds to a divide of men versus women or uses the idea of 

equality in democracy? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________



Name:______________________________________________ 

Level E Unit 5 Vocabulary Review Exercises 

Fill in the blank with a vocabulary word from your word list. 

1. An employer may complain of a _________________________________ of qualified applicants for available 
jobs. 

2. All who hear of the remarkable deeds of Harriet Tubman admire her __________________________________ 
courage in the face of grave danger. 

3. Some critics seems convinced that their expert knowledge makes them ___________________________ judges 
of the quality of an artist’s work. 

4. After the blizzard, we had to _____________________________________ through deep snowdrifts to reach the 
nearest stores.  

5. The kitchen of the French restaurant was filled with the ____________________ aroma of onion soup. 
6. When I am _________________________ in doing daily chores, I have to spend a big part of the weekend 

catching up. 
7. The mortal remains of thousands who fell in America’s wars ___________________________ in Arlington 

National Cemetery. 
8. Few of his subordinates had the _________________________________ to answer the general back. 
9. People with ____________________________ dispositions can make life miserable for those who have to work 

with them. 
10. Columbus spent years raising money before he was able to ____________________ on his perilous ocean 

voyage in search of a passage to the Far East.  

 

Multiple Choice: Choose the answer that is closest to the meaning of the vocabulary word in bold. 

 
11. To be remiss is to be 

a. Ambitious 
b. Courteous 
c. Inoffensive 
d. Thoughtless  

12. If a road seems to have clemency, it is  
a. Paved 
b. Winding 
c. Smooth 
d. Bumpy 

13. A person who enjoys repose like to 
a. Relax 
b. Gossip 
c. Sway 
d. Sing 

 

 

 

 

 

14. To show assent is to show 
a. Humility 
b. Confusion 
c. Accord 
d. Opposition 

15. A pungent odor is NOT 
a. Musky 
b. Mild 
c. Rich 
d. Strong  
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Choose the answer that best completes the sentence or answers the question.

1. Someone who is quick with words is likely to 

offer what kind of explanation?
A facile

B labored

C awkward

D tepid

2. A knight’s honorable actions can be described as:
A loutish

B pompous

C insidious

D chivalrous

3. Which of the following is another word for 

leniency?
A clemency

B severity

C unruliness

D laziness

4. When you agree to something, you offer your:
A redress

B resistance

C assent

D panacea

5. Which of the following is the opposite of 

benign?
A virulent

B generous

C unpredictable

D fallow

6. Admiration that is sincere is:
A unflinching

B relentless

C sardonic

D unfeigned

Every so often, news stories report on a surprising development after someone’s death. In these cases, a 

seemingly ordinary person bequeaths a surprisingly large amount of money to a school, medical center, or 

charitable organization. Usually, the unlikely benefactor was not known to be a millionaire. Instead, he or she 

spent a lifetime working at a relatively low-profile job, while saving up the money that would later be 

dispersed in a completely altruistic way. These stories capture people’s imaginations not only because of the 

remarkable thoughtfulness shown by their subjects but also because of the striking discrepancy between the 

person’s diffident lifestyle and the extraodinarily generous gift he or she leaves behind.

7. In line 3, benefactor means:
A teacher

B doctor

C patron

D journalist

8. An altruistic (line 5) act could be described as:
A shocking

B tragic

C selfish

D selfless

9. In line 6, discrepancy means:
A difference

B similarity

C amount of time

D distance

10. Which of the following words could be used to 

replace diffident (line 7)?
A modest

B unusual

C brash

D flashy
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